
 

UNDERSTANDING OF THE WORLD 

We will be learning all about Winter and 
Winter animals. 

Science Knowledge 
The weather gets very cold. 
Ice is frozen water. 
Some trees become bare and have no leaves 
and flowers do not grow. 

Snow, hailstorm and blizzards are winter weathers. 
Bears, hedgehogs and ladybirds hibernate in the 
winter. 
Geese, swallows, dolphins and whales migrate in 
the winter. 
Other animals grow thicker fur to keep warm 
Geography knowledge 
Polar bears live in the Arctic. 
Panda bears live in China and eat bamboo. 
Koalas live in Australia and are not actually 
bears. 
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QUESTION TO ASK 

Which animals live in a cold habitat and which 
animals hibernate? 
What is different about Autumn and Winter? 
How do animals and humans keep warm in 
winter? 
How are Bears different? How are Bears 
similar?  

 

STORIES AND SONGS 
Goldilocks and the 3 Bears 
We are going on a Bear Hunt 
Snow Bears 
Little Polar Bear 
The Bear goes over the Mountain 
Teddy Bear Teddy Bear turn around 
Where is Winter bear? 

 

FUN FACTS AND KNOWLEDGE 

 
A polar bear has black skin. 
Grizzly bears hibernate for up to 6 months. 
Snow is not white; it is translucent (see through) 
All snowflakes have 6 sides 

 

VOCABULARY- WOW WORDS 

Snow  ice  icicles   frost  mist snowstorm  
blizzard cold  freezing  frosty  frozen. 
Artic   polar bear  polar regions seal  artic fox 
walrus  penguin 
Ice-skating  tobogganing skiing  
snowboarding sledge  
Hat  scarf gloves jumper woolly warm snow 
boots 
Grizzly bear panda bear  koala 
Hibernate    migrate  

 

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME 

Go on a winter walk and draw or write about it. 

 

Read the story ‘We’re going on a Bear Hunt’ 
and go on a bear hunt in the forest or woods 

. 

Visit the library and find Bear or winter books. 

 

EXPRESSIVE ARTS 

 
In art we will look at bears in books and will learn 
how to draw a bear. 
We will use our knowledge of joining materials 
together to make a 3D bear out of recycled 
materials. 
In Design Technology we will know how to make 
a bird feeding table.. 
In music we will use our knowledge of 
instrumental sounds to make our own bear and 
winter music and create movement and dance 
sequences. 
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https://thestacker.com/stories/1771/polar-bears-and-50-other-species-threatened-climate-change

